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1.Welcome 
The Organizing Committee are glad to invite you and your club to participate in the Silver Skate 
Cup 2023 International Competition. The Organizers reserve the right to change the date, 
location, and program of the competition. When submitting an entry all competitors 
acknowledge that due to the COVID-19 pandemic situation and public health issues the 
Organizers can only host the competition in accordance with the effective medical and 
government regulations and has the solemn right to cancel the competition at any time or to 
host it between closed doors with a limited number of competitors and no spectators. The 
competitors also acknowledge that in case laws forbid it the Organizers are unable to hold the 
competition. Furthermore, in case the competition cannot take place due to legal restrictions or 
public health issues the Organizers bear no responsibility for any damage resulting from the 
cancellation and thus no claims can be made towards the Organizers. The Organizers are not 
obliged to assign a new date for the competition if it is cancelled because of the above- 
mentioned reasons. The competitors acknowledge that upon cancellation of the competition 
they  do not have the right to claim back the already paid entry fee as the Organizers had various 
costs concerning the competition. 

 

2.General 
The Silver Skate Cup 2023 will be conducted in accordance with the ISU Constitution and General 
Regulations 2022, the Special Regulations and Technical Rules Single & Pair Skating and Ice 
Dance 2022, and the relevant ISU Communications. 
Participation in the Silver Skate Cup 2023 is open to all Competitors who belong to an ISU Member, 
and qualify with regard to eligibility according to Rule 102, provided their ages fall within the 
limits specified in Rule 108, paragraph 3. a) and they meet the participation, citizenship and 
residency requirements in Rule 109, paragraphs 1 through 5 in accordance with the ISU General 
Regulations 2022 or any update of this and ISU Communication 2030 or any update of this 
Communication. 
In accordance with Rule 109 of the ISU General Regulations and ISU Communication 2030 all 
Skaters who do not have the nationality of the Member by which they have been entered or 
who, although having such nationality, have in the past represented another Member, must 
produce an ISU Clearance Certificate. Passports of all Skaters, as well as the ISU Clearance 
Certificate, if applicable, must be presented at the accreditation of the event for verification. All 
competitors must be entered through their respective ISU Member Federation. Clubs 
registered at ISU Members Federations can participate in competition or Invited clubs ONLY. 
The OC can have a final design about over quota for any club/country/federation or refuse to 
accept the entry ( fully or partially). 
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3.Venue 

All competition events will take place at: 

Pramogų Arena Ice Rink 

Ąžuolyno g. 9, Vilnius 07196, Lithuania 

The Rink is indoor and heated with the size of 58 x 28 meters 

3.Categories 
In Silver Skate Cup 2023 participants will be competing in these categories:  

Programs: 

Senior Men and Women: 
According to the latest ISU regulations and communications 
 

Junior Men and Women: 
According to the latest ISU regulations and communications 

Interclub: Boys and Girls: Advanced Novice, Basic Novice, Intermediate Novice 

Youngsters Boys and Girls: Chicks A, Chicks Axel, Pre-Chicks A 
And Men, Women/Boys Girls: Senior B, Junior B, Novice B, Springs B, Cubs B, Chicks B, Pre- 
Chicks B, Chicks C, Pre-Chicks C, Beginners. According to technical data. 

 
Elements: 
Elements A, B, C (born 2017/2018 and younger) 
Elements A, B, C (born 2015/2016) 
Elements A, B, C (born 2013/2014) 
Elements A, B, C (born 2011/2012) 
Elements A, B, C (born 2009/2010) 
Elements A, B, C (born 2008 and older) 

 
Please note, that changing categories for skaters is not allowed after deadline for 
entries!!! 
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4.Entries 
All the members of ISU and Clubs, being members of National Skating Federations associated with 
ISU, are invited to take part in this competition. 

Members can enter any quantity of Skaters into each category. 

Organizers have the right to refuse or limit the participation in competition. The attached 
entry forms have to be filled in precisely and can be sent by e-mail on the address given 
below by March 11th, 2023 to: hello@silverskate.lt 

 

Entry fee per competitor is 75 EUR – one program,  90 EUR – two programs. Entry fee for 
elements – 50 EUR. Entry fee must be payed in cash at arrival. 

 

Entry fees must be paid after confirmation of member participation. Bill must be paid with one 
(1) transaction for all the country/member participants. 

 

The entry fee will not be refunded after the deadline in case of withdrawals for any reason. 

The entry fees have to be transferred to following bank account: 
 

Bank account holder: SIDABRINĖ PAČIŪŽA 

Bank: AB SEB Bankas  

Bank code: 70440  

Account No: LT44 7044 0600 0821 3169  

SWIFT code: CBVILT2X  

Purpose of payment: Country and name of skater (skaters) 

4. Music 
Music will be reproduced from the computer. All Competitors shall furnish competition 
music of excellent quality on USB (the file format must be MP3). All USB devices must have 
Competitor`s name, Member`s name and the category and segment written on them. The 
competition music must be given during the registration and picked up from the registration 
desk after the competition. Competitors must have a backup drive for each program. It 
would be much more convenient if we received music in email: hello@silverskate.lt 
 

mailto:hello@silverskate.lt
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5. Draw 
The Starting orders will be drawn by the representative of Technical Controller/Referee for the 
short program. Starting orders for the second segment FS will be reverse order of the result of SP. 

 
6. Awards 

All the Competitors in each category will be announced and honored during the awarding 
ceremony in hall. The first three best placed Competitors in each category will be awarded 
with medals and trophies. Diplomas and souvenirs will be provided for all participants. The 
Award Ceremonies will be published with the official Time Schedule. 

 

7. Organizing Committee 
For additional information, please contact the Organizing Committee: 
Vilniaus m. čiuožimo klubas „Sidabrinė pačiūža“ 
Website: www.silverskate.lt  
E-mail: hello@silverskate.lt 
  Miroslava Zacharevic: +370 613 08113 
  Olesia Kuznecova: +370 656 56864 

http://www.silverskate.lt/
mailto:hello@silverskate.lt

